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Wholesale Tree Nursery Since 1993 Stock availability is limited. Prices are 

subject to change without notice

These prices are ex nursery.  Delivery can 

be arranged by quotation.   Cost is 

calculated as follows: $20 packing charge 

per box, plus courier ticket plus excess 

weight (if required) plus rural delivery (if 

req.) plus gst.    Very large plants or large 

orders delivered on pallet (ask for 

quotation)

pot size price ea.Species 5+50+

Bambusa "Alphonse Karr"

ornamental clumping bamboo 4 to 6 m tall, culms to 20mm diameter, ideal for dense hedge or feature specimen

Striking golden culms initially blush reddish pink, shed their sheaths revealing a fresh yellow with green stripes

Hardy to minus 9 degrees C, the ultimate shelter and windbreak, forms dense clump and does not spread

hedging bamboo

PB 6.5 (3.6 litre) $32.50$27.50$24.50

PB 28 (15 litre) $70.00$0.00$0.00

Easilift 25 litre $100.00$0.00$0.00

Bambusa "Golden Goddess"

A dwarf clumping bamboo rarely exceeds 4m, very dense small canes to 10mm, branching to ground level.

Excellent container plant or screen, can be hedgetrimmed to any shape.

Hardy and quick to get to full size, needs water in summer if in container.

PB 2  (1.2 litre) $28.50$24.00$21.50

Bambusa multiplex

Dense hedging bamboo, foliage screen, trimmable, shade or full sun.

Small hedging bamboo to 6m, non-invasive (ie. clumping), culms 20mm diameter turn golden in full sun.

Hedge, shelter hardy to minus 11°c  (some say minus 15), takes well to occasional trim.

Hedging Bamboo

PB 2  (1.2 litre) $27.00$24.00$22.00

PB 6.5 (3.6 litre) $32.50$30.00$0.00

PB 12 (6.5 litre) $37.50$34.00$32.50

Bambusa oldhamii

Farm shelterbelt bamboo, common around Kerikeri. Gets to 17m eventually.

Very good wind break, privacy screen, edible shoots, clumping (does not spread).

Easy to grow, likes lots of fertiliser and irrigation, new shoots in autumn.

PB 5 (2.8 litre) $24.50$22.50$20.00some 750, mostly pretty good, also 120 tall ones 1m+

PB 6.5 (3.6 litre) $27.50$24.50$0.0080 to 150 mostlay larger

Dendrocalamnus latifolia

Clumping bamboo that gets to over 150mm diameter and 20 metres tall, largest leaf of any bamboo in NZ

clump gets to 10 m diameter in 15 years, not spreading, very hardy, fast growing, magnificent specimen

easy to grow, attains maximum size with ample moisture and fertiliser

giant bamboo

PB 12 (6.5 litre) $55.00$47.50$0.00

Easilift 25 litre $122.50$104.13$0.00
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Drepanostachyum falcatum

Clumping bamboo to 3 or 4 metres, with graceful thin arching culms and narrow leaves

one of the nicest looking bamboos when planted as single specimen, useful for weaving

easy to control, does not spread, cold hardy, weeping habit, from Himalayas

Himalayan Weeping bamboo

PB 12 (6.5 litre) $32.50$27.50$0.00

Fargesia nitida

Clumping bamboo, delicate culms change from red to dark blackish purple

Small diameter culms, very good in a container, 4 m tall,

 clump forming, clump slowly gets larger,  cold hardy

fountain bamboo

PB 12 (6.5 litre) $34.50$29.50$24.50

Himalayacalamnus hookerianus

Rare, clumping bamboo from the Himalaya's with culms that turn from purple to light blue

Stunningly attractive, collectors item, tidy, non-invasive, very upright habit, can be hedged

Hardy, looks best in sheltered garden but grows in open, 25mm culms reach to 7m high

bamboo, Himalayan blue

PB 28 (15 litre) $75.00$70.00$65.00

Forest Floor Ltd
Our mission: to get more trees growing
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